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Manipal Meeting: A Summary 

Manipal Draws Craft Activists: The Craft Council of India’s National Meet Calls for 
Greater Priority to Heritage Skills and Opportunities 

Ashoke Chatterjee
Two days of consultation on the challenges and opportunities facing Indian artisans and their 

crafts concluded on Tuesday, April 2 with a felicitation of master artisans from six states at the 
Udupi Nirmithi Kendra. The Guest of Honour, Smt Sandhya S Pai presented the awards in the 
presence of participants representing every region. She reminded the gathering of the need for 
greater awareness of the nation’s craft culture among all sections of society, and urged The Crafts 
Council of India (CCI) to give particular attention to children. “Let us all work to help them grow in 
an environment enriched with craft wisdom, of which south Kanara offers such shining examples”, 
she urged. CCI is an all-India network of craft activists founded by Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay 
over 50 years ago. Earlier, a permanent photo-exhibition of her life and work was inaugurated by 
craft activist, Prasanna and CCI Chairperson, Gita Ram at the Hasta Shilpa Heritage Village, which 
hosted this National Meet. The consensus among participants was that Manipal had given them  
an unforgettable experience of quality that would now be a strong influence on future work.

The Meet brought together participants from 10 states who were given a hands-on experience  
of Kanara’s finest creative legacies of craft, architecture, music, dance, cuisine and ritual  
practice. They shared experiences from across India that included the contribution of the sector 
to rehabilitation in post-flood Kerala, sustaining home and livelihood in conflict-ridden J&K and 
Bastar, and providing alternative options to artisans threatened by competition in changing markets, 
raw material scarcity, rural displacement and inadequate access to finance and technology.  
New opportunities were reviewed including the revival of kantha embroidery in Bengal benefitting 
hundreds of home-based women artisans, growing opportunities for handmade quality in overseas 
markets that were shared by designer Ayush Kasliwal of Jaipur, re-cycling of waste into fashionable 
accessories in West Bengal and research on hazardous materials and processes (including the 
development of ‘green’ Ganesha idols in Karnataka and working with potters and bead-makers in 
Delhi and UP). Other highlights included architect Sibanand Bhol’s use of heritage skills to create 
a new Krishi Bhawan in Bhubaneswar, the successful revival of languishing crafts like the Chamba 
Rumal of Himachal Pradesh, and new directions for traditional crafts such as Lambadi needlework 
in Telangana, ikat weaving in Andhra Pradesh and Odisha, basketry and natural fibres in Tamil Nadu 
and the North East.

The meeting drew attention to the urgent need for greater attention and priority to the sector, 
which as one delegate pointed out received only 0.05% of this year’s budget allocations despite 
representing India’s second largest source of livelihood after agriculture. A crisis of neglect and 
misunderstanding has its root in the lack of reliable data on the scale and contribution of the 
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sector that CCI estimates at representing around 200M artisans against official figures of about 

13M. CCI is working with Government towards a census on ‘Handmade in India’ which can provide 

a foundation of information towards better policies. This massive exercise can be supported  

by the CCI network of state Councils and by its partner organisations across the country. The Meet 

drew attention to the craft sector’s unique ability to address priority concerns of employment for 

millions at the bottom of the pyramid, green alternatives in an era obsessed with climate change, 

empowerment of marginalized communities, the need for cultural identity and self-confidence  

in a globalized world, and for protecting cultural and spiritual values that are beyond measure.

Future directions outlined at the National Meet include a special effort to attract talented, 

unemployed youth into craft opportunities and to build the marketing systems upon which  

sustainable and decent livelihoods ultimately depend. There was a detailed analysis of marketing 

experiences of CCI members throughout the country, including CCI’s three flagship Kamala Stores 

in New Delhi, Kolkata and Chennai.

KAMALA AWARDS 2019
Saluting Kamala Awardees

Pushpa Chari
Instituted by CCI in memory of Smt. Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay, the Kamala Awards honour 

and recognize craft activists and hereditary artisans for excellence in their craft skills and for their 
contribution to the craft field

Kamala Award for Contribution to Craft 2019
Shri. Haji Ebrahim Khatri 

Born in 1949 in Rajgarh district of Madhya Pradesh, Shri. Haji Ebrahim 

Khatri learnt Bagh printing from his father Shri. Haji Jummaji Khatri. He 

migrated to Bagh in the 60s where he continued his familial vocation of 

hand block printing on ‘lugdas’, ‘ghagras’ and ‘odhanis’ for the tribals of 

the region.

Ebrahim Khatri dreamt of taking Bagh prints beyond Bagh and to give  

it new design perspectives and formats. He began with innovative layouts  

of designs such as ‘jowaria’, ‘makki’, and other motifs sourced from the  

1500 year old cave paintings in the Bagh region. Another significant innovation was hand block 

printing on saris, salwar kurta fabrics, and home furnishings.

Winner of the Madhya Pradesh Government’s State Award in 2000, Crafts Council of Andhra 

Pradesh’s Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay Award in 2002 and the National Award for Excellence in 

Bagh block printing in 1991, Shri Haji Ebrahim Khatri has taught the craft to 80 percent of the 

local populace and to 7000 people in India and abroad through training programmes, lectures, 

demonstrations and workshops. 

The Crafts Council of India is proud to honour Shri. Haji Ebrahim Khatri with the Kamala Award 

for Contribution to Craft for the year 2019.
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Kamala Award for Excellence in Craftsmanship 2019
Shri. N. Ganesh

Following the paramparik tradition, Shri. Ganesh began learning 
traditional sculpture in bronze casting at a very young age from his father, 
Shilp Guru Shri. Neelakantachari, becoming an expert in the indepth study 
of every aspect of bronze sculpture casting. 

A diploma holder in Fine Arts, Ganesh also got extensive training in 
crafting traditional, metalcraft icons at the Regional Design and Technical 
Development Centre at the Office of the Development Commissioner 
(Handicrafts), Bengaluru. His fantastic metal sculptures reflect a rich blend 

of experience gathered both through the paramparik way of learning and academic learning from 
reputed institutions. 

Shri. N. Ganesh is the recipient of Merit Certificate of the Karnataka State in 1991 for 
Excellence in Metal Sculpture and Smt Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay’s Vishwakarma Award, also in 
1991, awarded by Crafts Council of Karnataka. His creations are exhibited at many venues and art 
galleries including USA and Canada. 

The Crafts Council of India is proud to honour Shri. N. Ganesh with the Kamala Award for 
Excellence in Craftsmanship for the year 2019.

Kamala Award for Excellence in Craftsmanship 2019
Shri. Kartik Chauhan

When Shri. Kartik Chauhan’s family migrated from Sindh, Pakistan to 

Jamnagar in Gujarat, they brought with them their familial craft of appliqué 

work. Kartik Chauhan has been involved in appliqué craft for the past 15 

years. His work has the exquisite touch and expertise of a master artisan 

with an unerring blend of concept and eye catching harmony. 

Kartik Chauhan has conducted various cluster development programmes 

and workshops for the craft. His experimentation with the craft has led to 

new designs, providing new inputs to appliqué artisans.

Kartik is currently training 1200–1500 economically marginalised women 

in 4 clusters in Baroda, Rajkot, Jamnagar and Ahmedabad, helping them in their work with top 

designers in the country. He has travelled to various countries to promote his craft.

The Crafts Council of India has great pleasure in honouring Shri. Kartik Chauhan with the Kamala 

Award for Excellence in Craftsmanship for the year 2019.

Kamala Award for Outstanding Contribution towards the 
Revival of Languishing Crafts

Shri. S.P. Mookkaiya

Shri. S.P.Mookkaiya learnt the craft of Chettinad egg plastering from Shri. N. Ponniah, a highly 
skilled mason from Chettinad. He is one of the few hereditary craftsmen who knew this ancient 
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technique which is on the verge of extinction. Chettinad lime plaster or egg 
plaster was used in the interior of every Chettinad house as a practical 
as well as decorative solution to beat the heat. It is laid in five coats 
and laboriously polished to a mirror-like state. Shri.Mookkaiya learnt the 
nuances of the craft before establishing his own unit. He has been in the 
field for 25 years now. 

Under the aegis of the M.Rm.Rm Cultural Foundation, workshops 
have been held in which fifteen masons from all over India, including Shri. 
Mookkaiya had learnt the technique from a mastercraftsman. Mookkaiya’s 

impeccable egg plastering can be seen in many homes and hotels in Chettinad, Karaikudi, Athangudi 
and Aryakudi. He has provided training in the unique lime plaster process to more than forty people 
so far and has trained his two sons in the craft. 

The Crafts Council of India has great pleasure in conferring the Kamala Award for Revival of 
Languishing Crafts on Shri. S.P.Mookkaiya for the year 2019.

Shanta Prasad Award for Excellence in Weaving 2019
Shri. Biren Kumar Basak

Born in 1951 in Tanghail District of Bangladesh, into a traditional 
family of ‘taant’ weavers, Shri. Biren Kumar Basak and his family migrated 
in 1962 to Phulia in West Bengal. He soon became an expert taant weaver 
‘or drape of dreams’, right from plucking the cotton bud to weaving some 
of his finest weaves.

Shri. Biren Kumar Basak initiated the weaves of fine cotton jamdaani 
in Phulia. One of his recent masterpieces is the gossamer muslin jamdaani 
depicting the narrative of a Santhal festival.

All the weavers working under Biren Kumar are experts in their field 
including 600 women weavers. His core group of specialist weavers live in scattered villages, guarding 
the secret of their weaves. For magic, after all, must be woven in secret.

For his exceptional skills and proficiency in the art of weaving jamdaani, The Crafts Council of 
India has great pleasure in honouring Shri. Biren Kumar Basak with the Shanta Prasad Award for 
the year 2019.

Young Artisan Award 
Shri. Mohit Jangid

Born in 1992 into a family of miniature sandalwood carvers in Jaipur, 
Rajasthan, Shri. Mohit Jangid was initiated into the family craft at a very 
young age by his father Shri. Mahesh Jangid. Early in life he decided to 
make it his vocation, as he felt it offered him better livelihood options 
and a chance to express ‘limitless’ creativity as against a routine job with 
‘limited’ salary and limited work. The beauty of Mohit Jangid’s sandalwood 
miniature carving lies in its delicacy and his eye for minute detailing.  
His products depict events from mythology, the Epics, and stories of gods 
and goddesses. 
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Mohit Jangid holds the work record for crafting the smallest playable violin carved out 

of sandalwood for which he has won 2 National awards. This remarkable piece is 130 mm in  

height, made exactly to scale and performs the same function as the normal original violin with  

4 strings. He is also the winner of the Rajasthan State Award for Excellence in the craft of  

Miniature Carving.

The Crafts Council of India takes great pleasure in conferring the ‘Young Artisan Award’ on 

Shri. Mohit Jangid for the year 2019.

Young Artisan Award 
Shri. Prasanta Maharana

Born in 1989 into a paramparik family of Pattachitra artists in Chandanpur 

District in Puri, Shri. Prasanta Maharana was trained in the nuanced art  

of Pattachitra Painting under the supervision of National Awardee,  

Shri. Sarat Kumar Sahoo at his home, following the ethos of the Guru 

Shishya Parampara. He has also been trained in Palm Leaf painting under 

State Awardee Shri. Prafulla Kumar Moharana. His exquisitely detailed  

pattachitra wall hangings depict stories from Ramayana and Mahabharata, 

Gitopadesh, Krishna Lila and other Puranic tales. The imagery is 

done in delicate brush strokes in colours derived from shell, stone, harita, and lamp soot 

and adorn wall hangings in tussar, silk and specially prepared cloth canvas as well as  

functional items such as trays, coasters, etc.

Prasanta Maharana has participated in a 7 day workshop cum demonstration of his craft  

at Lalit Kala Akademi in Chennai in 2010. His lyrically painted Pattachitra art has also been  

exhibited at exhibitions in Mumbai, Nagpur, New Delhi, Chennai, Vijayawada and at Suraj Kund.

The Crafts Council of India is privileged to confer on Shri. Prasanta Maharana the ‘Young 

Artisan  Award’ for the year 2019.

VISION 2020 – The Way Forward

Pushpa Chari
Today, India’s millennia old craft traditions stand at the cross roads of history. The break up  

of the ‘jaati’ system which nurtured crafts through history, changing lifestyles, and new job 

opportunities leading to a diminished artisan pool and the consequent languishing of many  

crafts, along with a global and national demand for great quality, pose challenges to the craft  

sector. At the CCI’s National Meet held at Manipal, a future course of action was spelt out,  

focusing on special effort to attract talented unemployed youth and marginalized communities  

with craft opportunities, the building up of marketing strategies based on sustainability and  

unmatched craft quality, thereby emphasizing cultural identity and esteem for both artisans  

and the nation. Below are a few examples of CCI’s journey towards fulfilling this vision. 
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Handmade Split Bamboo Chiks - the story starts afresh.

Purnima Rai
The use of handmade split bamboo chiks (blinds /screens) to provide shade and privacy in  

homes and interior spaces was widespread all over the hot and dusty regions of northern India 
until a few decades ago. Whilst it is not possible to trace back the historical origins of this craft, 
the fact that it was practised at least a few hundred years ago is evident from the images one 
finds in some miniature paintings. The designs, however seem to be much more refined and varied. 

With the advent of machine made chiks in a variety of designs , colours and finish, as also 
due to a variety of other factors, the demand for split bamboo chiks went down from the 90s with 
fewer and fewer artisans practising the craft. 

In 1998, Delhi Crafts 
Council (DCC) took up a survey 
to document the craft. It 
was found that only about 
5 to 6 basic designs were 
prevalent and the number 
of artisans practising the 
craft was declining steadily. 
DCC felt that interventions 
in terms of new design would 
perhaps be needed to revitalise  
this craft. 

A design project was 
undertaken, and the samples 
were displayed in exhibitions 
in New Delhi and Chennai. The 
positive feedback received 
during the exhibitions left  
DCC in no doubt that marketing 
the new designs was critical  
in order to make an impact. 

Along with Fabindia, DCC 
therefore tried to undertake 
orders and market the new 
designs.  After a few months  
it became clear that the 
attempts were unsuccessful; 
s u s t a i ned  i n pu t s  we re  
required to be made which  
DCC at that time was not able 
to provide. 

Chiks

Women artisans at chik making
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Almost six years later, shortly after the Kamala outlet opened in Delhi, small orders for 
handmade chiks were tentatively undertaken to test their marketability. The main artisan, Lakshman  
Singh was in poor health, business was very low and his sons had moved away from the craft into 
driving scooters. 

But as the orders increased steadily, Lakshman Singh’s son, under his guidance, took the initiative 
and was successful in getting their team back together. The difference at Kamala perhaps lay in 
the fact that it was possible to provide sustained inputs and establish a system of quality control. 
It also helped that by this time communication with both the clients and the artisans was infinitely 
easier with email and the mobile phone. 

It is interesting that while locally the market for chiks was minimal, Kamala was starting to 
export them in real earnest. Along with a very sympathetic and involved client, Joss Graham, the 
system of controlling and checking measurements and packaging in jute and paper was meticulously 
worked out. It has been a matter of much gratification to us at DCC and Kamala that the export 
orders have increased steadily over the years. Lakshman Singh is no more but his son, Sanjay is 
working full time on the craft with a team of about 6 to 8 artisans trained under him. 

Future plans include training more artisans in different pockets, improvement in quality, 
improvement in the simple mechanism which operates the chiks and of course creating new designs. 

  Last but not least, it is important to bring this craft back to the local Indian market, we have 
a long way to go and promises to keep...

CCI reaches out to Artisans hit by Natural Calamities

Gita Ram
How does CCI respond to artisan communities whose villages have been ravaged by natural 

calamities?

In the last two years, we have seen two such 
cases. Aranmula village in Kerala affected by  
the 2018 floods in the state and Raghurajpur and 
Nayakpatna torn apart by cyclone Fani in 2019. 
In both cases, the respective state governments 
immediately took charge of evacuation and  
relief efforts. CCI went in to help in restoration of the 
artisans’ lives. CCI chose to do product diversification 
in both areas so that they can widen their markets. 
The news of Fani moving north and away from Chennai 
was a relief to us Chennaiites. It was of great concern 
to us when it hit Puri and the district since CCI has 
worked with several artisans over a period of time 
particularly in Puri, Raghurajpur and Nayakpatna.  
I began by calling every artisan I know. However for 
several days, 10 days to be precise, there was no 
connection. Then suddenly a slew of photographs  
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appeared on Whatsapp of the devastation in Raghurajpur. Coconut trees twisted, broken, fallen 
on rooftops. Houses with their roofs blown off. Piles of coconut fronds and bricks lying in heaps. 
Pictures of collapsed work sheds with painted masks, paints, brushes, all lying under piles  
of bricks. An appeal was sent out to our approximately 300 members to donate Rs.10,000/-  
towards the repair of one roof. The response has been overwhelming.

In the meantime, mobile phones started working erratically. Chandrashekar Swain in Raghurajpur 
put together a list of 30 persons needing help with their bank account numbers and bank details. 
Rajendra Mishra in Puri sent us 25 names with details.

We had details of 10 bank accounts of children in CCI’s Educate to Sustain programme.  
In three days, 65 artisans were sent Rs.10,000/- each. In what other way could one assist the 
artisans to get back on their feet? One was to do a quick exhibition sale of everyone’s salvageable 
work in Chennai. The other was to work on a line of corporate gifts. We had a couple of business 
houses ready to take gifts from Odisha. After a meeting with the Director at NIFT Bhubaneshwar, 
it was decided that there would be two designers for each of the three crafts chosen - pattachitra, 
papier mache and palm leaf etching. Each product is to have special packaging. Soon, MOUs  
were signed. The 60 prototypes planned for corporate gifts will be shown first at NIFT end 
September, for all the students to see. Soon after there will be a showcasing at Kala Bhoomi, 
the Crafts Museum in Bhubaneshwar. Some of the corporate gifts developed were based on the 
museum exhibits. These will be incorporated into the collection. Odisha based corporates will  
be invited to the viewing. The next stop will be Chennai where the exhibition story will come full 
circle. The ultimate objective of this whole exercise is that there will be corporate orders which  
will then go back to the artisans enabling more artisans to meet the targets.

BANGLAR MADUR

Ruby Palchoudhuri
It was Kamaladeviji who had urged me to pay attention to the masland mat (madur, in Bengal), 

a prestigious woven craft and pride of Bengal believed to have been nurtured by the nawabs. 
Masland or Matranchi represents mat weaving of the most intricate kind, using artistry throughout 
the process of creation. It flourished in the Medinipur region. 

Working with masland meant conducting a survey to assess the state of the craft in the  
Sarta village of Purba Midnapore district of West Bengal, where the best traditional exponents 
of masland mat weaving lived in clusters. It meant sitting with the masters and observing the  
process as they worked on a specific kind of grass that would lend itself to this kind of artistry. 
This dried reed is called Korai reed or Madurkathi.

 Midnapore is home to the korai reed, which is dried in the sun and split into very fine 
reeds, not with knives but with the craftsperson’s teeth. Before he does that, he chooses the best 
reeds, which are dried under the sun before they are soaked in water again for a couple of days. 
Another round of drying under the sun must follow before the reed is ready to be split by the 
craftsperson’s teeth. 

Masland demands that the reeds be cut five times thinner than reeds split for other mats.  
It is this process of drying, wetting and drying again that gives the reed the kind of flexibility that 
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lends itself to the masland artist’s touch. The finished 
product is as fine as silk and named masland after the 
masland sari. I was totally bowled over when I became 
familiar with the process.

 We realized that this fabulous craft needed to  
be put back on the crafts map of the state. It also  
needed to be made a little more contemporary and 
supported by professional marketing. It was decided to 
have a workshop conducted for the craftpersons under 
the guidance of Pulaha Dasgupta, a senior alumnus 
of the National Institute of Design. The new element 
introduced was coloured fibres used extensively  
to enhance design alternatives which catered to current 
lifestyle trends. 

It was then decided to present the masland craftspersons in the first exhibition on “Crafts 
of Bengal” in the early eighties. We approached the Office of the Development Commissioner  
for Handicrafts in Calcutta, Sri Kalyan Kumar De, Regional Director, who identified the best  
exponents of the craft and helped us to present them at the exposition to demonstrate their skill. 
Pride of place was given to Harendra Nath Pradhan, among the most accomplished weavers of 
Masland Madur. 

 During the workshop specific inputs were provided for selection and processing of traditional 
and alternative materials, development of designs with graphs, use of modified loin loom for  
weaving smaller mats, alternative applications for mats, colouring and dyeing and finishing.

Each craftsperson had the opportunity to be involved at different stages of the working  
sequence and gain hands-on experience in all the processes involved. Inputs were also provided  
for structuring work plans following a sequential pattern, with emphasis on measurement and 
dimensional accuracy. Use of other natural fibres was introduced for textural variations and  
cost reduction. 

We thus developed mats, runners for dining table, blinds with strips of madur. The craftsmen 
used local plants for dyeing and the colours were fast. Natural dyed borders were used on many 
products. The idea was to expand the range with different sized mats and different patterns,  
We also experimented using the ‘tussar yarn’ along with fine reeds. It indeed felt like silk.  
The good news was that masland was being perfected by the best craftspersons but they  
needed to be secured financially. Weaving the masland mat was time-consuming and could take  
two people anything between two and eight weeks to complete one mat, depending on the intricacy 
of the design and the fineness of the reed. 

Following CCWB’s interactions with the craftspersons and designing utility products, the 
craftsmen of Sabang  found the new range to be expensive. The earlier product line could be 
sold through direct sales, as they had been doing down the ages but  high quality masland being 
expensive needed government support and CCWB was persistent in drawing attention of the  
West Bengal Government to the enhanced craft quality. The Crafts Council also helped several  
masland mat weavers to win the National Award in consecutive years. 

Masland Mat
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 After CCWB’s focused attention, other groups such as the Bishwa Bangla’s support has led 
to a sea change in the situation vis-a-vis the masland mat weaver. The masland mat can cost 
anything between Rs. 4,000 to Rs 60,000 and the best ones that find buyers overseas fetch  
even better prices. 

Masland mats today have made a mark for themselves in Europe where they sell as wall 
hangings and bed throws and some of the masterpieces have gone for as much as Rs.1.5 lakh  
a piece. Much of this has been possible because of government initiatives allowing craftsmen  
to showcase their products at handicraft festivals abroad. In 2013, award winning craftsman  
Alak Jana’s Masland variety of mats were showcased at the Harare Arts Festival. They were an 
instant hit.

This prompted the State directorate of Textiles and the State Khadi Board to launch a project 
to revive a craft that was once an integral part of Bengal’s lifestyle. Biswa Bangla took care of 
the branding and a GI tag followed in 2018. Besides reviving a dying art, the initiative brought 
close to 4,500 weavers out of abject penury, increasing their daily income from as little as Rs.100  
to Rs.3,000 for the more skilled ones. Today, weavers from Sabang are known to travel the world 
with their products and showcase them at festivals in  Germany, Hungary, Norway, Sweden,  
Denmark, London, France, China, South Korea and Oman.

Jaali
An exhibition of the Jaali Motif across crafts in India 

Manjari Nirula

Serendipity Arts Festival, 2019

Jaali is a perforated screen, which mediates light and wind. It is a recurring theme in architecture, 
interiors and artifacts, repeating itself in stone, wood, plaster, fibre and weaving - even embroidery. 
It is a design response to the heat and dust of India, and the need for both light and shade, with 
cool breezes blowing through its apertures. Equally importantly, it is a play with darkness and light, 
and the skilful juxtaposition of negative and positive space- a perfect metaphor for the duality of 
existence that is central to Indian philosophy and art.

The exhibition was in 3 parts - jaali in architecture, jaali in soft materials, jaali in natural fibres.  
I planned this exhibition using crafts from across the country, representative of their region, and 
celebrating Goa.This collection was developed using creativity, dexterity and range of materials, 
techniques and regional hand skills still being practiced and how craftspeople are responding to 
new influences and contemporary lifestyles, while still retaining their own signature and ethos.  
The multiple forms focused on, included, stone work, iron work, wood carving, enamel jewelry 
terracotta, textile-chikan and ajrakh, leather, sanjhi, paper, chik making, bamboo weaving and sikki 
grass. (In this atricle we have chosen only a few of the items due to paucity of space).

Lohshilp (Wrought Iron Craft)

Lohshilp, or wrought iron craft, is one of the most unique and oldest craft forms in the  
Bastar region of Chhattisgarh. Over the years, the craft has evolved into an artistic form with 
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worldwide demand. Wrought iron work 
is mainly concentrated in Bastar with 
Kondagaon, Umargaon, and Gunagaon being 
its primary centers. Shankar Viswakarma, 
a master craftsman, makes wrought iron 
artworks like Mandiyakhamba and animal 
figurines of monkeys, deer and horses.  
He has experimented with creating two 
panels depicting the occupations and  
the flora, fauna, birds, fish, and other  
animals of Goa. The other panel is inspired 
by Mughal architectural jaalis.

Sandalwood Carving

Mahesh Jangid is a specialist in 
miniature sandalwood carving which he 
began learning at the age of seven. The 
Jangid family draws inspiration for its  
work from history, mythology, and day-
to-day life in India. They work almost 
exclusively with sandalwood because it is 
very malleable and has a pleasant, natural 
fragrance.  

Terracotta (Molela)

Molela is a small, nondescript village 
in Rajasthan, situated on the banks of  
River Banas. Made as flat surfaces, this 
craft is unique in design, and has existed 
for generations, catering to the tribals  
who travel from as far as Madhya Pradesh 
to buy them every year.

Dinesh Kumar, son of Mohanlal, 
began to experiment in the new direction  
opened by his father, but also evolved his 
own individual idiom and created a range 
of imagery in the form of improvisation 
on the themes of transformation of 
villages into towns. The mural here is one  
such inspiration drawn from the Church  
of Our Lady of Immaculate Conception  
in Goa.

Wrought iron jaali work

Fan carved with jaali design

Molela wall display of church in Goa
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Terracotta

Clay craft in India has a long and ancient 

history. Om Prakash inherited the art of pottery 

from his family, and is the fifth generation to 

continue in the trade. His late father Sri Fateh  

Ram Prajapat, a State Merit Awardee, taught 

him the intricacies of the art form. Om Prakash 

has gone on to win several awards for his  

work with terracotta, including the UNESCO  

Award of Excellence for Handicrafts in 2012  

and 2014.

Leather Puppets

The legacy of this craft can be traced back 

200 years. In Nimmalakunta about 60 families 

are engaged in this craft. The puppets are heavily 

decorated. The theatres where these puppet  

shows are performed are known as Tholu 

Bommalata. Leather puppetry artist Anjanappa 

has explored jaali through Tholu Bommalata 

iconography combined with contemporary  

and innovative forms of the medium in these 

artworks on display.

Cane and Bamboo

Cane and bamboo, which grows all over  

India, are worked in different ways from 

the North-East to Southern India. Skilled  

craftspeople have a repertoire of different  

woven designs. The pieces in the exhibition 

showcase the beauty of multiple weaves.

Terracotta lamps with jaali displayed on the pedestal

“Life on a leaf’ showing occupations and  
flora and fauna of Goa

left: Cane and bamboo        right: Chik making
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Sikki Grass

Sikki is the golden grass from Bihar which is 

grown in the wet and marshy lands of Madhubani 

district and in the Sitamarhi district of northern 

Bihar. The humble grass gets transformed into 

various articles that are used every day at home  

and also for ritual and religious purposes. JIYO is 

helping mobil ize the women in Bihar and  

Nepal into an Institutional framework, building 

capacity to enable them to be the decision makers 

of their future.

Use of Natural Dyes and Fibres

Nandini Dutta
The Crafts Council entered the scene in Assam when the State was known mainly only for its 

weaving and cane and bamboo basketry. The former fed the local market and catered to indigenous 
styles and needs. The basketry was mainly of household utility value and artistic value.

We at the Council, over the years, have tried to add value to these products and make them 
acceptable in all parts of the country. Value addition and marketability were stressed and the  
benefits pointed out. The two main contributions we would look at would be (1) the spread of 
natural dyes together with the revival of old designs and (2) the introduction of water hyacinth as 
an eco friendly natural fibre for different articles. Natural dyes of Assam which was a disappearing  
art, started on a revival path with weavers and entrepreneurs like Narmohan Das and Anuradha 
Pegu who were given sufficient exposure and guidance. The forgotten designs and natural  
dyes brought colour and spectacle, and the economic returns have now attracted a new and  
emerging set of artisans / entrepreneurs. Young and talented entrepreneurs are working with 
weavers in various villages to turn out attractive weaves. This has led to saris and mekhla chadars 
from Assam gaining national attention. The increasing competition has led to prices levelling  
out and increasing off take. Some of the entrepreneurs have also opened sale outlets in Guwahati 
which are being well patronized. The Crafts Council of Assam is encouraging them with sales and 
exploring markets.

Water hyacinth, as a useful natural fibre emerged from our interaction with NEDFi.  
Encouraged by their former Chairman, the organization provided the financial backing and  
we were able to bring in experts from Bangalore to initiate the art of using this natural fibre for 
crafts. Today, NEDFi has set up a Centre for Water Hyacinth Products in Khetri near Guwahati. 
With this fibre being available in plenty In the State, entrepreneurs trained at the Centre have 
started making very attractive products. This has also led to economic gains for rural women  
as they harvest the weed.

Ten women artisans worked on this piece of art 
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Santa Fe opens Windows for Indian Artisans...

Manjari Nirula & Lakshmi Vijayaraghavan

The International Folk Art Market that started 13 years ago is the world’s largest market 

providing opportunities to folk artists focused on one weekend a year. 

IFAM is a place where cultures from all corners of the globe are celebrated; where folk  

artists, often marginalized in their own community, are elevated. The market fosters economic 

and cultural sustainability and creates intercultural exchange opportunities. Since 2004, it has  

hosted 800 artists from 92 countries and with their 2000 strong volunteers given them a  

respected spot in the global market-place to share their handmade traditions.

This year, 150 artists from over 60 countries representing 25690 members of cooperatives 

and groups that ultimately impact the lives of 256900 family and community members came to 

this event and in 21 hours 20,000 visitors purchased products worth $3 million. Artists retain  

80 percent of the sales averaging nearly $20,000 per booth.

Our booth titled UNESCO-World Crafts Council-South Asia (which we shared with South  

East Asia this year) displayed Award of Excellence products from India, Bangladesh & Pakistan. 

In spite of the short time given to unpack, label and display, the stall took on an attractive and  

Santa Fe Folk Art Market
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welcoming appearance with the beautiful hand  

printed scarves, stoles, bedcovers and papier  

mache boxes and  birds. Hand cut Sanjhi bookmarks 

made excellent gifts along with beaten brass and 

marble tea lights. The woven cushion covers from 

Assam and carved slate platters from Pakistan 

made interesting home decor buys. It was very heart 

warming to see many other Indians participating  

at the market with their products of centuries-old 

craft tradition.

The IFAM recently instituted 2 awards:

•	 Living Tradition Award given to artists who 

preserve their culture through reviving and 

strengthening a traditional folk art with a  

strategy of passing on the tradition to future 

generations. In 2019, one of the finalists from 

India was Shri. Dahyalal Atmaram Kudecha.

•	 Community Impact Award honours artists who  

are an extraordinary example of IFAA Mission by positively impacting social change in  

their community. Smt. Anita Reddy of Dwaraka was one of the 6 finalists.

Dahyalal Atmaram Kudecha is a weaver who teaches a design course at SKV (Somaiya  

Kala Vidyalaya). He takes products to Santa Fe that he has learnt will sell there. Kudecha’s 

merchandise consists mostly of stoles in a variety of materials- cotton, silk, light wool mixed with  

silk and he sells 70-80 percent of the merchandise of the 300-350 pieces that he takes to the 

market. He holds workshops organised by Judyben and has had trunk shows in LA, SanDiego  

and Seattle.

Anita Reddy winner of the Community Impact Award is the founder of “Development of  

Weavers and Rural Artisans in Kalamkari art” (DWARAKA), a Society of artisans. The Society aims  

to revive the dying art form of Kalamkari and provides the artisans the base for storing and 

marketing their products. 

The other two success stories, among others, at Santa Fe are Junaid Bhai, Ajrakh printer,  

whose products such as quilted shawls and stoles, gents’ kurtas, etc are very popular at the  

Folk Art Mart.

Suleman, a Bandhini artist has sold well at Santa Fe and looks forward to going there again. 

The tireless efforts of the IFAM committee sponsors and fantastic volunteers is seen in every 

minute detail, right from meticulously organising the transport / stay / food to making sure that 

every participant was well hydrated. It was an extremely inspiring and enriching experience to  

be among the best of the world’s craft communities.

Indian crafts at Santa Fe Market
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ACTIVITIES

The Crafts Council of India

•	 Dye Natural (Co-optex, 21 - 23 
February 2019): A veritable cornucopia 

of mellow to exotic natural dyes gave 

wondrous colours and beauty to 

handwoven saris, stoles and dupattas 

at CCI’s ‘Dye Natural’ exhibition, 

Dastkar Andhra’s specially woven 

handloom saris, exquisitely woven 

textiles from Assam, ethereal Bengal 

muslins, Sanganer and Ajrakh block 

prints and the wonderfully textured 

Bhujodi weaves unfolded a textile 

celebration of the colours of nature 

touched with designer magic.

•	 Ugadi Utsav (Co-optex, 21 - 23 
March 2019): Mangalgiri and Uppada 

saris, ikats and other unique weaves 

from Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and 

Telangana offered a variety of festive 

wear, saris and fabric at ‘Ugadi Utsav’. 

Rounding off the special shopping 

experience were sweets and savouries  

of the region.

•	 National Meet (Manipal, 1 - 2 April 2019): Seven State Councils participated in The 

Crafts Council of India’s National Meet and Business Meet which was impeccably organised  

by the Crafts Council of Karnataka. Based on the theme of “Meeting the Challenges of the  

21st century”, the focus of the National Meet was on issues of providing alternative  

options and new opportunities for artisans in changing markets, access to finance and  

technology, emphasis on superlative quality in the craft products and building marketing  

Natural dyed textiles

Khadi saris on display
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systems for sustainable livelihoods. The ambience at the National Meet was replete with  

the culture of South Kanara, represented among other things by the mouth watering cuisine  

served at lunches and dinners and a riveting Yakshagana performance which mesmerised  

the audience.

National Meet in progress

Kamala Awardees 2019
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•	 Kamala Awards 2019 (Manipal, 2 April 2019): The annual Kamala Awards instituted by  

CCI in memory of Smt. Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay honours outstanding craft artisans and 

activists. The awards were given away at an immaculately organised and aesthetically  

pleasing function to awardees drawn from diverse regions of the country. (A detailed report 

appears elsewhere in the newsletter). 

•	 Textile Show (WelcomHotel, 5 - 6 April 2019): The Crafts Council of India’s much awaited  

Textile Show which is held bi-annually brought the best of the country’s sari traditions  

which melded ancient weaves, motifs and embellishments with designer magic. Innovative 

formats, weaves and colour combinations of India’s well known designers brought a new 

dazzle, excitement and edge to Benarasis, Maheshwaris, Chanderis, Tanghails, jamdaanis,  

khadi, mulmul and more.

Crafts Council of Andhra Pradesh

•	 Craft Workshops in Schools: In collaboration with the Commissioner of School Education,  

Andhra Pradesh, and armed with a grant from them, CCAP had held craft workshops in  

10 municipal schools, five each in Vijayawada and in Visakhapatnam. The main objective  

behind this initiative is to give the children an idea on the various arts and crafts of the 

region as also hands on experience in making the craft. Starting with three crafts i.e. clay 

moulding, wheel pottery and Kondapalli toys, CCAP has planned to include more crafts this  

year as well as arrange field trips for the students.
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•	 Medical Camps for Artisans (October 2018 – February 2019): CCAP has organized two  
medical camps, one at Polavaram near Machilipatnam and the other at Bobbili in  
Visakhapatnam. Polavaram has three handloom societies belonging to three villages and 
Eashwarudu’s Kalamkari Block Printing unit. LVPEI eye institute was present with their portable 
equipment for eye check up. In addition physicians, orthopaedic doctors, gynaecologists, 
physiotherapists and lab technicians were present to take care of the 600 people who came 
to the temporary facility set up at Polavaram Handloom Society The other health camp  
was conducted at Narayanapuram village in Bobbili. This two-day camp saw 146 weavers and 
their families benefit from a detailed health check-up. 

•	 Contemporary Frontiers of Traditional Craft: Architect and designer Ameet Mirpuri from 
Visakhapatnam has drawn inspiration from local art forms like Etikkopaka, leather p 
uppetry, Buddhiti brassware and Kalamkari. He has collaborated with Etikkopaka artisan 
Chinnayachari to curate the arts and crafts at Hotel Palm Beach. Stone crafts of  
Narsaraopet have been used in margins of a main road in Vijayawada by the AP Greening  
and Beautification department. Kondapalli art has been reinvented to create souvenirs for  
the same department. Using crafts as corporate gifts has been initiated last year and we  

are in the process of identifying more crafts that can be used for this purpose. 

Crafts Council of Assam

•	 Our activities during the period under review have been limited and mainly helping out the 
new entrepreneurs and their sales. Many have taken part in exhibitions in Kolkata, Delhi  
and Bangalore. However, the early floods in Assam has disrupted life in the rural 
areas. As weavers in Assam work in individual homes scattered all over the State,  
and not in clusters, the lifeline of many continue to be affected, curtailing production  

and causing financial woes.

Delhi Crafts Council 

•	 Raas: The Chamba Rumal: A Life to Dying Art, India Art Fair 2019 (January, 2019):  
Delhi Crafts Council showcased a collection of contemporary Chamba rumals, which  

An exhibition of Chamba Rumal
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were the outcome of a two-year partnership with textile designer Swati Kalsi. The collection  

was created through a collaboration  between Swati, miniature artists and the embroidery team  

at DCC’s Charu centre in Chamba over a series of workshops held in Delhi. The contemporary  

rumals were very well received and were appreciated by the audience. 

•	 Kairi 2019 (March 2019): At DCC’s annual summer textiles show ‘Kairi’, twenty-one  

weavers and artisanal groups participated from around the country and responded  

positively to the discerning customer’s need for design and quality. This year, Vastra Shilpi  

Samman was presented to Tahirabanu Abdul Aziz Khatri from Kutch for excellence in  

Bandhini craft.

Tahirabanu Abdul Aziz Khatri 
from Kutch honoured for
excellence in Bandhini craft
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•	 Navodit Shilpi 2019: Crafts of the selected Kamaladevi Puraskar awardees were showcased 

in this exhibition in the adjacent small hall during Kairi.

Crafts Council of Karnataka

•	 Hubballi Sari Exhibition (2 February, 2019): The Crafts Council of Karnataka organised  

Hubballi Sari Exhibition featuring a forgotten sari story revived by textile revivalist  

Smt. Hemalatha Jain at ‘Kamalini’. The sale of the Hubballi saris was good specially of those 

with the newly created designs. 

•	 Natural Dye Sari Exhibition (22 March, 2019): The craft store of Crafts Council of Karnataka 

‘Kamalini’ organised one more exhibition of natural dye saris produced by Bageeya Eco  

Clothing. The exhibition was very popular and had good sales.

•	 National Meet (1 – 2 April, 2019): The Crafts Council of Karnataka hosted the National  

Meet and Business Meet of the Crafts Council of India at Heritage Museum, Manipal, 

Karnataka. The programme arranged with the guidance of The Crafts Council of India was well  

organised and all the participating Council members appreciated the arrangements made.  

The Hastashilpa Trust, Prachee and other locals helped us in the arrangements.

Inauguration of Hubballi Sari Exhibition
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•	 Kuteera (July, 2019): The Crafts Council of Karnataka organised ‘Kuteera’ an exhibition  

of crafts, handlooms and home accessories at Karnataka Chitrakala Parishath, Bangalore.  

Thirty nine participants from different parts of India were invited to participate in the  

exhibition.

Crafts Council of Tamil Nadu 

•	 Crafts Bazaar: An educational capsule on marketing and importance of window display  

was planned coinciding with our annual Crafts Bazaar. Being an occasion on which craftsmen 

come from all over India, it was a perfect opportunity to value-add to their livelihood,  

give them ideas on better marketing, the reach of social media, customer feed back, costing  

and effective visual merchandising. This is going to be a value-add that we will offer the  

artisans annually during every bazaar. 

•	 Identification of two Olai craft clusters: Two olai craft clusters were identified and new 

design ideas given. A workshop was also organised for the pookaarars (flower tying / garland 

makers) on ways of reviving, enhancing and improving by implementing new design ideas,  

techniques and  incorporating  these elements into contemporary decor needs. 

•	 Traditional Stone Craft was given a breath of fresh air by the students from DJ Academy  

for design. Artisan interaction with students was good exposure and mutually beneficial  

Inauguration of Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay exhibition
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for both.  Product range suggestions by students along with the skill set of the artisan has 

resulted in an amazing array of designs and products like jewellery, lighting, decor elements, 

table ware, etc.
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Editor : Pushpa Chari, Design : Suchi Ebrahim

AFFILIATED STATE CRAFTS COUNCILS

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF ANDHRA PRADESH                            
# 32-6-12C, Vishalandhra Road
Prajashakti Nagar, Moghalrajpuram
VIJAYAWADA 520 010
Tel :  073307 84849
Email :  craftscouncilap@gmail.com

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF ASSAM  
1 / 1, Penn Road   
Alipore
KOLKATA 700 027
Tel : 033 2479 9536 / 2248 5229
Email : nandini.dutta1947@gmail.com
  nandini_dutta@hotmail.com

DELHI CRAFTS COUNCIL 
116-A/1, First Floor
Shahpur Jat, Near SBI bank  
NEW DELHI 110 049
Tel : 011  2649 1571
Email : delhicraft@gmail.com

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF KARNATAKA 
‘ Bhooma ’, 37, 17th Cross  
Malleswaram    
BANGALORE 560 055
Tel : 080 2334 7299 / 2346 2520
Email : craftscouncilofkarnataka@yahoo.in

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF NAGALAND
Lane 4, Near BSF Camp
Kuda Village
C- Khel, Nagarjan
DIMAPUR 797 112
NAGALAND
Tel : 03862-226443, 231333, 240568 
Mob : 094360 02520
Email : savinonik@yahoo.co.in

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF TAMIL NADU
“ Vue Grande ”, 3rd Floor
# 339, Chinnasamy Road
New Siddhapudur
COIMBATORE  641 044
Tel : 0422 4204180
Mob : 099949 76445 
Email : cctncbe@gmail.com

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF TELENGANA                            
# 6-3-713, G-7, Emerald Apartments
Amurtha Hills, Punjagutta
HYDERABAD 500 082
TELANGANA
Tel : 040 2341 8462
Email : craftscounciloftelangana@gmail.com

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF TRIPURA
Handloom Marketing Complex
Ist Floor, ‘ West End ’, Sankuntala Road
AGARTALA 799 001
WEST TRIPURA
Tel : 0381 235 2680 / 251 8142
Mob  : 094361 30313 / 98633 24971 / 98631 89210
Email : craftscounciloftripura@gmail.com

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF UTTAR PRADESH
First Floor, Arif Ashiana
Neebu Bagh, Chowk
LUCKNOW 226 003
Tel : 0522 2320824
Secretary – Sadhana Gupta
Mob : 094502 41106 / 98923 88475
Email : craftscouncilofup@gmail.com
  sadhana.gupta@yahoo.com

CRAFTS COUNCIL OF WEST BENGAL
C/o Artisana 
13,  Chowringhee Terrace
KOLKATA 700 029
Tel : 033 2223 9422 / 6515 5185
Mob : 085840 79336 / 98310 09845
Email : craftscouncilofwb@gmail.com
  ccwb.ind@gmail.com

THE CRAFTS COUNCIL OF INDIA

GF ‘ Temple Trees ’
37 Venkatanarayana Road  T. Nagar  Chennai 600 017  INDIA
Tel : +91 44 2434 1456   Email : info@craftscouncilofindia.org

Website : www.craftscouncilofindia.org   Facebook : www.facebook.com/craftscouncilofindia
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